Quilters’ Connection 2018-19 Workshop
Supply List
Melissa Averinos : Two one day workshops Nov 16 and 17, 2018
Friday, November 16, 9-4 - Making Cat Faces with Melissa! Just what it sounds like.
It is rad. One day class (6 hours).
Saturday, November 17, 9-4 - Making Faces With Melissa, my signature class, is an
exploration in raw edge appliqué faces.
SUPPLY LIST for both classes:
-fabric scissors -elmer’s washable glue stick -regular pencil with eraser -plain
white printer paper about 20 sheets, held together with a clip or in a folder
-base fabrics
4-6 fat quarters of quilting cotton. These will be the fabric we build the faces
onto, and will mostly be covered up so probably don’t bring your Precious for this!
These can be in any colors you like, but should solids and/or very small scale prints
with low contrast and/or tonal prints with low contrast and/or ‘blender’ fabrics**
The idea here is that we don‘t want to be distracted by large, busy or contrasting
prints. I recommend bringing a variety of light, medium and dark fat quarters.
These do not need to be realistic portrait type colors. It’s better if they aren’t!
-collage fabrics assorted scraps. these should also be low-contrast, small scale
prints or solids*** Include lights, mediums and darks. If you aren’t a scrap saver,
don’t worry! just bring some fat quarters and borrow from the community scraps.
As with the base fabrics, these do not need to be realistic portrait type colors.
-community scraps
a handful or more of scraps that you are willing to share (small scale, tonal or solid)
-optional items
I don’t usually use these, but some students have found small detail scissors and
tweezers useful in class.
-There is no handout or additional fee for this class.

**if this is stressing you out and you don’t understand what fabrics to bring,
definitely DO NOT fret over it! You can just bring solids and all will be well!
***seriously, do not worry about it!
nope, you don’t need your sewing machine.
melissaaverinos.com melissa@melissaaverinos.com @melissaaverinos
p.s. i’m a hugger

